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ABSTRACT
This article introduces a novel methodology for web based distribution of simulation experiments. The
approach is related to themes such as web based applications, cloud computing or applications as a service, which have been recurring topics in scientific papers for years. The methodology is based on automatic model generation, initialization, and result analysis under usage of the CMSD standard. All user interactions are performed in web based user interfaces. Of special importance is that different simulations
tools can be used in parallel without any additional effort. Furthermore the simulation tool actually used is
transparent to the user. The applicability of our methodology is demonstrated for different production
scenarios.
1

INTRODUCTION

Simulation, especially discrete-event simulation, is used in many different disciplines and application areas. In the area of production and logistics, simulation is a well-accepted tool for the planning, evaluation
and monitoring of relevant processes. Fowler and Rose (2004) have discussed future challenges for modeling and simulation of complex production systems. Among others, they identified the reduction of the
time and effort for simulation studies and the integration of simulation techniques with general manufacturing applications as future research areas.
A well-known approach to reduce the time of simulation experiments is the parallelization of simulation experiments, using multiple instances of one or more simulators which are executed on a sufficient
number of computers. This approach is in theory easier to implement than parallel simulation, as the individual simulation runs can be executed independently. In practice, the implementation of an adequate experimentation environment can lead to highly complex solutions, often involving extra work. Also, the
implemented solutions are often bound to a special simulation tool. This may lead to new problems concerning the number of available licenses for concurrent simulation runs.
Cloud computing and software as a service are among the most discussed themes in the last years,
e.g., Gartner (2011; 2012) forecasts cloud computing as one of the top 3 technologies for the next years.
In this context, and taking into account the challenges stated above, web based simulation (or implementing “simulation as a service”) seems to be very appealing. The promise of such approach is that, if successful, it can reduce the amount of time needed to execute simulation experiments. Also completely new
business models, like effort or time-based billing, are possible through web-based simulation. Such business models can aim at an economically better use of the needed hardware and software for the simulation, especially concerning the sometimes very pricy cost for simulation licenses. Precise accounting for
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the time a certain license has been used offers the possibility for renting and paying for software licenses
on an actual use basis.
The combination of GRID computing and simulation has been investigated by a number of authors. Taylor et al. (2011) present a solution for the distribution of simulation experiments on a desktop GRID. This
solution is based on distributing Flexsim models on so-called worker clients, which execute a model in
the background and deliver results back to a dedicated manager. Characteristic for this solution is the requirement to have Flexsim licenses available on each of the dedicated client machines. The distribution of
the experiments is even bound to the requirement of using the same release version of the simulation system.
The web based simulation approach presented in our paper can use an unlimited number of different
simulation tools for simulation runs. So is it possible to use one or more instances of a component based
simulation tool, like Plant Simulation (Siemens 2012), and one or more instances of a language based
simulation tool, like SLX (Henriksen 1999), at the same time. For the end user the web based simulator is
transparent, because theoretically the type and count of the used simulator instances is unknown and also
unimportant for the end user. The end user only defines the simulation model in a simulation system independent manner and the parameters for the simulation run. Using this approach, the actual simulation
model can be automatically generated in the available simulation tools. The execution environment is responsible for distributing and executing the models in the available clients and for collecting and aggregating results of the experiments. This is possible without permanent allocation of hardware resources and
software licenses.
In the first step of the work presented here we use the outlined approach only to distribute independent
replications of one simulation experiment. In future versions, we also aim at defining entire sets of experiments, e.g., to test the effect of different buffer sizes, strategies or production plans.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the requirements for web
based simulation and also the distribution of simulation experiments through a web application. In Section 3 we show how web based simulation can be implemented and we introduce a prototype. Finally,
Section 4 contains some concluding remarks and future research directions.
2

REQUIREMENTS FOR WEB BASED SIMULATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF
SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS

The requirement for web based simulation and distribution of simulation experiments can be classified into three sub preconditions. The first precondition is the automatic model generation, the goal is the creation of the simulation model in a simulator on the server side. The second precondition is the initialization
of this model with system load data and data about the current resource states. The third and last precondition refers to how the results of an experiment will be presented to the user on the client side.
Before we show our solution for the three preconditions, we introduce the CMSD standard which is
used as the data model for exchange and storage of all information in the complete work flow.
2.1

The Core Manufacturing Simulation Data (CMSD) Information Model as base for the
standardized data exchange

The core manufacturing simulation data (CMSD) information model is an open standard developed within the simulation interoperability standards organization (SISO). It has been developed in cooperation
with academic and industrial partners under the leadership of the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST). The primary objective of the CMSD Information Model is to facilitate interoperability between simulation systems and other manufacturing applications (SISO 2010).
Two different methods are used for representing the CMSD standard: the Unified Modeling Language
(UML), and an XML schema definition language, in this case RELAX NG and Schematron (SISO 2011).
The UML representation has been organized using packages shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: The packages of the CMSD Information Model (SISO 2010)
For more detailed information about CMSD, see SISO (2010), SISO (2011), and Johansson et al.
(2007). It was shown in several papers that the CMSD standard can be used for many different applications in the context of simulation of production systems (Johansson et al. 2007). In the next subsections
we first introduce our related work in the field of CMSD based model generation and initialization. Afterwards we introduce a CMSD based methodology for result data representation, transportation, storage,
and visualization.
2.2

Automatic model generation as first precondition for web based simulation

Typically, one of the first steps of a simulation study (after definition of study goals and data collection)
is the creation of the simulation model. In the context of web based simulation we can build the model in
a specific web frontend that emulates the modeling tools of the chosen simulator or we can use approaches of "data-driven model generation". Data-driven model generation is characterized through model generation without using the modeling tools of the chosen simulator, rather the model is generated from external data sources using algorithms and interfaces of the simulator (Eckardt 2002; Bergmann and
Strassburger 2010; Strassburger, Bergmann, Müller-Sommer 2010).
As discussed in some of our previous work we suggest the use of the CMSD standard as data standard
for such a data-driven model generation. In our approach we firstly map all needed objects of a production system, e.g., machines, workers, but also process plans and job lists, into a CMSD compliant description. Secondly, we use this CMSD XML representation to automatically generate all required model elements in the selected simulator. This model generation can be based on different techniques. The
spectrum ranges from XML Stylesheet Transformation for creating simulator source code to model generation performed from the simulator itself, i.e., by executing suitable model generation scripts in the
simulator which reads the CMSD input data file and accordingly generates the appropriate model elements.
For more detailed information about CMSD based model generation see Bergmann, Fiedler and
Straßburger (2010) or Bergmann et al. (2012).
2.3

An automatable mechanism for automatic initialization as second precondition for web
based simulation

The second step of a web based simulation study is the initialization of the just generated simulation
model. We define initialization as a way to setup simulation models in such a way that the model's internal control structures (event lists, random number generators, simulation clock, component states, etc.)
reflect the current state of a real system with sufficient accuracy. This approach is often required in the
context of online or symbiotic simulation (Aydt et al. 2008). For the initialization only data about the system load and the state of all resources is of interest (Bergmann, Stelzer and Strassburger 2011). All other
aspects, like technical data (system layout, topology), are already reflected in the automatically generated
simulation model, see Subsection 2.2.
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In our approach we also used the CMSD standard for the initialization, so it is possible to map data
for generation and initialization in one CMSD XML file. What data is most important for the initialization
and how it is mapped in CMSD was described in detail in Bergmann, Stelzer and Strassburger (2010).
2.4

Last precondition for web based simulation – standardization of result data

The missing component to perform web-based simulation concerns the standardized transfer of the simulation result data to the end user. The result data must be represented in a way that all possible information needed for analyzing the simulated system are contained, since the goals and requirements of a
simulation study can be very different. So we must select an abstraction level in which all information can
be represented adequately. One can assume that the end user does not necessarily need all the detailed
technical, organizational and management data, and that depending on the use case certain key figures
will be favored, e.g., utilization, cycle time etc. Furthermore we can safely assume that most of the typically used key figures can be calculated from a small set of raw data. Some examples for relevant key figures and their calculation are shown in table 1.
Table 1: Examples for key figures
Name

Formula

Cycle time
Average cycle time
Setup time
Adherence to delivery dates

tcycle,i = |tstart,i - tend,i|
tavg cycle =(σୀଵ tcycle,i)/n
t setup,i = ∑ (|t setup,i – t start,i|)
t adh,j = t due date,j – t end date,j

This mental model is analogous to a real production with data acquisition (PDA). In the production
typically data about events on jobs, resources etc. are collected. These event data sets are often stored in
relational databases. Typically, the events occur as a result of a status change of an object, e.g., a job
starts working on a machine and is allocated a worker, or a machine fails. All kinds of these events can be
described by a timestamp, an identifier, and, if necessary, references to related objects, like jobs or resources.
In the context of web based simulation we want to use this pattern in the way that we store all needed
event data sets also in the CMSD data structure. The CMSD standard, however, is mainly designed to describe a system with its current state. Therefore the standard is well suited for describing a state of an element, e.g., the current status, current setup of a machine or an end time of a specific job. For the analysis
of simulation results this kind of information alone does not suffice. For the storage of further result data,
all information not directly representable in a CMSD class can be stored in the CMSD Class “Event”
(Figure 2).
Support
Basic
Structures

Event
SequenceNumber: String [0..1]
Name:
String
[0..1]
Description:
String
[0..1]
Timestamp: Timestamp [0..1]
Property: Property [0..*]

{At least one attribute shall be present}

Figure 2 : The CMSD Event Class, as Part of the Support/BasicStructures Package (SISO 2010)
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The Event Class is part of the basic structure package and so part of the Support package (see Figure 1).
The class Event is, according to the CMSD standard, only used by the JobEffortDescription Class which
is located in the Production Operations Package. It therefore seems to be reasonable to use this class for
result documentation purposes. The Event Class has only five kinds of attributes, in our approach we used
four of these, see Figure 3.
… <Job>
<Identifier>Job01</Identifier>
<Status>released</Status>
<PlannedEffort> …
<DueDate>2012-02-26T07:00:00</DueDate>
<ReleaseDate>2012-02-25T07:00:00</ReleaseDate>
<ProcessPlan>
<ProcessPlanIdentifier>ProcessPlanA1</ProcessPlanIdentifier>
</ProcessPlan>
</PlannedEffort>
<ActualEffort> …
<Event>
<SequenceNumber>4</SequenceNumber>
<Name>start setup</Name>
<Timestamp>2012-02-26T09:07:23</Timestamp>
<Property>
<Name>ProcessStep</Name>
<ProcessReference>
<ProcessIdentifier>PP1Step1</ProcessIdentifier >
</ProcessReference>
</Property>
<Property>
<Name>usedResource</Name>
<ResourceReference>
<ResourceIdentifier>Ma3</ResourceIdentifier>
</ResourceReference>
</Property>
</Event>
<Event>
<SequenceNumber>5</SequenceNumber>
<Name>start work</Name>
<Timestamp>2012-02-26T09:17:32</Timestamp>
<Property>
<PropertyDescription> … </PropertyDescription>
<Name>ProcessStep</Name>
<ProcessReference>
<ProcessIdentifier>PP1Step1</ProcessIdentifier >
</ProcessReference>
</Property>
<Property>
<Name>usedResource</Name>
<ResourceReference>
<ResourceIdentifier>Ma3</ResourceIdentifier>
</ResourceReference>
</Property>
</Event>
</ActualEffort>
</Job> …

Figure 3: Snapshot of a CMSD XML Job Description with Events
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First the SequenceNumber orders the events in a logical order. Every event has a unique number. Second the Name classifies the type of Event, we use a enumeration for possible values. The enumeration
contains values such as start setup, start work, end work, machine broken, machine repaired, etc. Third
the Timestamp contains the date and time when the event occurred, the representation is defined according to ISO 8061. Finally we use at least one user-property. This property is used to build a relation to one
or more objects involved in this event, e.g., an involved worker or machine. The involved job is identifiable through the hierarchy of the CMSD document, because the event class is used inside a Job or more
precisely a JobEffortDescription of a Job. An example of how we use the event class within a JobEffortDescription is shown in Figure 3.
In the example, a part of the description of the job "Job01" is shown, its release date is February 25,
2012 at 7 am. The delivery date is set to February 26, all production steps of the job are described in process plan "ProcessPlanA1".
In the example 2 events have been registered. At 7:23 am, the first example event with the sequence
number 4 has been recorded. It characterizes the start of a setup process on machine "Ma3" which is
needed for the process step "PP1Step1" (a step of the deposited process plan "ProcessPlanA1"). The second event entry was created after completion of the setup process, i.e., at the start of the actual processing of the process step.
As mentioned above, the use of the Event Class is according to CMSD strictly made in conjunction
with jobs only. This may be problematic, when event information must be conveyed that does not directly
relate to a job, e.g., when a machine breaks while no job is currently working on it.
If this type of event is considered relevant for result evaluation, we have different options to circumvent this limitation. For instance, a simple way for managing such events is to co-locate this event with
the last known job on this machine. For this alternative we do not need any extra property or the like, but
it is not a 100% logically correct representation. A second way is to convert from a job oriented view of
events to a machine oriented view as it would occur in real PDA. This could be done for all events or only
for special events. This alternative is logically correct, but is problematic as resources, like machines, in
the CMSD standard do not have an Event attribute. For this approach, we must use a user-property to extend the standard, e.g., a reference property to the Event Class.
For first tests of our web based distribution of simulation experiments we have assumed that events
without an involved job are negligible.
3
A PROTOTYPE FOR WEB BASED SIMULATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF
SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS
After we have discussed all preconditions for web based simulation, we introduce our actual prototype for
web based simulation and the distribution of experiments. The basic architecture for web based distribution of simulation experiments, based on the CMSD standard, is shown in Figure 4.
In the prototype, only two components in the complete workflow are visible for the end user. One is
the "web based user interface" and the other is the "web based simulation monitor/statistics". Both are
implemented as ASP.Net applications.
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Figure 4: Architecture of a web based prototype for distribution of simulation experiments based on the
CMSD standard
The web based user interface is our central tool for the generation and administration of CMSD files.
In this tool it is possible to import and refine data from external applications, like Enterprise Resource
Planning Systems (e.g., SAP R/3), Manufacturing Execution Systems or other Planning or Execution Systems, see Figure 5. Typically the data which is imported has not the required detailing and quality for the
next steps, i.e., for the simulation model generation. Therefore the web based user interface offers features
for editing the raw data and for checking its completeness. Missing data can so be detected and completed, e.g., a decision rule on a buffer. This functionality of the web based user interface allows to complete
the data and can be used to generate additional data entries, e.g., additional machines or workers. Furthermore, the web based user interface has various functions to manage, import, and export of CMSD
files.
Finally, a CMSD compliant XML file can be generated and passed to a defined set of simulator
instances. For statistical reasons and due to the stochastic behavior of simulation the results of a single
simulation run are often not meaningful enough. Therefore often a number of independent simulation runs
are required.
The initialization of random number sequences in the respective simulation tools relies on simulator
specific randomization techniques. In Plant Simulation, for instance, we use its internal mechanisms to
randomize the seed values. For other simulation systems, randomization can be performed in the simulation system based on system time as well as unique system properties.
Three basic kinds of approaches are possible to implement this. The first approach uses a single simulator instance which sequentially perform all desired simulation runs. This is often supported by the simulation systems themselves, but may take significant amounts of execution time. The second approach is to
use as many simulator instances as simulation replications are needed, and let each instance perform ex-
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actly one simulation run. The third approach is a hybrid of the previous two approaches in which multiple
simulator instances are used but every instance shall perform one or more simulation runs.
Although our CMSD based solution can support all three approaches, for reasons of this paper we focus on the third approach. This approach is best suited to convey the basic intention of our paper of giving
optimal use to all available simulator instances, even when they are instances of different simulation
tools. A simulator instance is in this case a standalone simulation environment, it is identified by a host
and operation system task of the simulator tool. Each instance must have a CMSD compliant model generator component (see chapter 2.2), a CMSD compliant model initialization component (see Subsection
2.3) and must have abilities to create CMSD compliant result files (see Subsection 2.4). If these prerequisites are fulfilled it is easily possible to call such a simulator instance by passing a CMSD file to it. The
result is also represented as a CMSD file which is passed back asynchronously.

n shot of the "web based user interface"
Figure 5: Screen
There are different approaches to the detailed procedure of distributing simulation runs .We investigate three cases (A1, A2 and B) and discuss their pros and cons, see Figure 6. In all variations the web
based user interface calls the simulation instances, always all technically required data (e.g., host and
socket) is available in a database.
In the variation A1 and A2 every single simulation instance receives exactly one CMSD file and an
additional parameter, which specifies the count (rc) of the requested simulation runs. In variant A1 all
runs are equally distributed between the available instances, in variant A2 the quota of runs depends on
the performance of each instance, represented by an indicator in the database. The general handicap of
the variant A1 and A2 is that every instance needs additional functionalities for managing multiple simulation runs. Additionally, variant A1 is only as fast as the slowest instance, variant A2 often has a higher
overall performance but detailed performance key figures for each instance are needed.
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In variant B, all logic for distributing the simulation runs are implemented in the web based user interface, every simulator instance needs only functionalities for single runs. In this variant each run will be
separately triggered, i.e. in the first cycle, all available simulator instances will be called, also a CMSD
file will be transferred. If a simulation run on an instance is finished it will return a CMSD result file to
the server. On the server side a simple counter is used to identify if a further simulation run on this now
empty instance is necessary. Variant B has a lot pros and less important cons, except the higher data volume for exchanging CMSD files. Positive is the lower implementation effort (only on server side), and
that no performance key figures for the instances are needed and that the impact of a slow instances, if
applicable, is not huge. Due to the fact that bandwidth is typically not a bottleneck, our prototype only
implements variant B at the moment.
Simulator
instance 1
CMSD Files
(return)

Simulator
instance 2

CMS File
(input)

{Start next run}

CMSD Files
(return)

CMSD File
(input)

rc=3
rc=3

Variant
A1

rc=2

t

rc=4

Variant
A2

Variant
B

t

CMSD Files
(return)

Figure 6: Variants for CMSD based distribution
The final component in the workflow and the second tool visible to the end user is the "web based
simulation monitor". In this also web based user interface all functionalities for the analysis of simulation
runs are integrated. It is possible to import single or multiple CMSD files and to analyze the included result data (see Subsection 2.4).
In this prototype already a lot of functionalities are available. Before detailed analysis functions can
be used, a set of associated CMSD XML files must be imported to the workspace. All further functions
use only the data in the workspace. In the current version of the tool a set of methods to calculate key figures are implemented. These methods can be applied for a single simulation run, for sets of multiple
simulation runs, or for only a subset of the contained data items. For example, the method to calculate the
"average cycle time" can use a single run, a set of all performed runs, or only a selected job type in all
performed runs. The sub sets are generated by a general filter mechanism. Such filters can be used in
many ways in the prototype.
If it is of interest to the user, there are functions available for building arithmetic average, confidence
intervals, standard deviation, etc. of the key figures. The most calculated values are displayable in corresponding diagrams, a screenshot of the prototype is shown in Figure 7.
It is very helpful to present single runs as "Gantt diagram", as these allow a quick insight into the
overall system performance. Therefore the "Gantt" functionality was implemented in the prototype.
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Figure 7: Screenshot of the web based simulation monitor prototype
The prototype has been tested with several scenarios implementing different job shop problems. Simulation results were further validated against results from replications performed in a traditional manner,
i.e., on a single computer with subsequent sequential simulation runs. The results of the simulation by
both methods yields similar results. The simulator combination used in the test cases had no significant
impact on the statistics of the results. So it is asserted that the methodology for web based simulation enables end users to simulate production systems only over a web frontend without a need to decide for a certain simulator. It should be noted that in the current state of development the used model generators do
not support all CMSD object classes. Some elements not typical to job shop problems have been omitted
(e.g., conveyor systems). This is not a limitation of our conceptual framework, but rather attributed to the
complexity of CMSD.
4

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

This paper introduced a new methodology for the distribution of simulation experiments on the web. The
methodology assumes a CMSD based description of the simulated manufacturing system. Since all user
interactions are made in the web based user interfaces, no further knowledge about the simulation tool
used is needed. With this approach the usage of several simulators can be combined into one workflow
without the need of additional user interaction.
The prerequisite for the suggested methodology is the implementation of suitable model generators,
which use the CMSD standard for all data input and output. The advantage of the methodology is its flexibility in regard to the count and kind of simulation tools.
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Future work includes testing the methodology with larger manufacturing systems. Depending on
these scenarios, additional functionality will be added to the model generator, e.g., for supporting conveyors. Another venue of future work may include the extension of the web based simulation monitor.
Finally, procedures have to be implemented that make sure that the simulation always terminates within a
certain time limit. This will also involve the detection and treatment of failed simulation runs, e.g., with
time out mechanisms.
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